
Villas of Distinction® Named Best Luxury Travel Provider in  

Ocean Home Magazine’s 2015 Platinum List 

Out of more than 500 nominations in 16 categories total, Villas of Distinction is chosen by a 

judging panel consisting of the magazine’s team of editors, senior writers and publishers 

Wilmington, Mass. (June 9, 2015) – Villas of Distinction®, a full-service premier luxury villa 

provider with an extensive portfolio of thousands and as part of World Travel Holdings, 

announces that out of more than 500 nominations total in 16 categories, the company was 

named to the “Best Luxury Travel” category in Ocean Home magazine’s 2015 Platinum List. 

The publication received nominations from readers, industry experts and the magazine’s own 

editorial and publishing teams.  

This list is the magazine’s signature awards featuring the Best of the Best in luxury coastal 

lifestyles. Covering 20+ major categories in coastal home design and technology, as well as 

luxury travel companies and real estate, the Platinum List delivers a unique and unrivaled 

showcase of award-winning businesses and individuals for 2015. 

“We are beyond thrilled to be a 2015 Ocean Home Platinum List winner,” said Steve Lassman, 

vice president and general manager for Villas of Distinction. “To be chosen by the magazine’s 

team of editors makes the win and title - ‘Best Luxury Travel’ even sweeter. We thank Ocean 

Home magazine’s team for choosing Villas of Distinction as one of the best in coastal luxury.”  

With Villas of Distinction’s vast portfolio of thousands, consumers wanting to experience luxury 

vacation villa rentals along a coast have an extensive array to choose from. Also, every client 

that books receives a personal concierge to plan a customized, unique vacation from start to 

finish making the planning stress-free. The concierge will arrange many amenities from private 

chef services, cooking lessons, restaurant reservations and pre-stocked groceries to golf tee 

times, customized excursions, and even personalized events like hiring a Mariachi band or 

fireworks on the beach.  

For more information or to book a villa vacation, visit www.VillasofDistinction.com or call our 

Villa Experts at 800-289-0900.  

 
About Villas of Distinction® 
Villas of Distinction®, as part of World Travel Holdings, is a full-service premier luxury villa 

provider with an extensive portfolio of thousands of privately-owned villas in more than 50 

luxurious destinations including the Caribbean, Mexico, Hawaii, Costa Rica, Belize, Italy, 

France, Greece, Spain, Thailand, Croatia, the Continental United States and many private 

Islands. For nearly 25 years, Villas of Distinction and its team of expert concierges have been 

helping travelers find their perfect vacation home without a membership fee. The company 

takes pride in offering customized vacations to meet every imaginable need, with most villas 

featuring private pools, butlers, maids and chefs. www.VillasofDistinction.com. 
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